Important: Extinguish all smoking materials prior to use of Easy Quick Clear Valve. Do not stand directly behind the Quick Clear cartridge during operation. Use of PROTECTIVE eyewear is recommended.

Quick Clear is recommended for regular maintenance to remove built-up contaminants.

Recommended for use at every tank change. Also recommended for use before seasonal storage to avoid build up of contaminants during the off-season. Instructions for “Easy Quick Clear Valve” maintenance procedure shall be provided on a label attached to trap where easily visible by user.

The Easy Quick Clear Valve is a threaded knob located on the back of your trap. It should be used with the adapter included with your trap, and a threaded Quick Clear cartridge available on our website at www.mosquitomagnet.com or at your local hardware or home improvement store.

1. **Important:** Shut down your trap. Let fan run until it stops. (About 5 minutes.)

2. Close the propane tank valve by turning to the “OFF” position. (Turn the tank valve clockwise.)

3. Remove the protective cap from Easy Quick Clear valve located in the back of the trap.

4. Hand-screw the Quick Clear adapter on to Quick Clear valve, until finger tight.

5. Hand-screw the Quick Clear cartridge into the Quick Clear adapter clockwise until hand tight while holding the adapter in place. **Important:** Do not over-tighten.

6. While holding the adapter in place slowly unscrew Quick Clear cartridge up to 1/4 turn only in counter clockwise direction from the Quick Clear adapter only. The strong flow of compressed air lasts approximately 45 seconds. Be sure to allow Quick Clear cartridge to run out completely. (Hissing will stop when cylinder is empty. Quick Clear cartridge will be cold to the touch.)

7. Unscrew the Quick Clear cartridge to remove. Discard empty Quick Clear cartridge after use; it is not reusable or refillable.

8. Unscrew the Quick Clear adapter to remove.

   Use caution when removing Quick Clear adapter and cartridge, as some compressed air may come out at this time. Remember to keep the Quick Clear adapter for future use.

9. Replace Easy Quick Clear Valve protective cap, and proceed with normal start up of your trap. If use of Easy Quick Clear valve feature does not resolve starting trouble, contact Customer Care 1-800-953-5737.